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in uanana
ibscribers THIS Spring Number of the CANÂDAN

wiln be
riber;ARCHITECT D BUILDER is intened as
to discon- to dicon-a substitute for the Special Number

rtisementswhich until this year it was ur custom t publish at
of adver. New Years. It is destined ta mark the opening of the

building season, and we trust wilt meet with careful

ournal is examination and the appreciation of aur readers. We
ard news-

Sare indebted to Mr. Ernest Wilby for the excellent piece

nolce of of design displayed on ur front cover page, and ta the

other friends who bave kindly contributed articles of

special interest for this number.

THIs number is intended to mark the
The Season opening of the last building sesason of

of '99. this century. In Toronto the season

has already opened, a considerable amount of building

being now in progress. Indeed, operations in that city

were not entirely suspended last winter, except during

the extremely cold weather. In the opinion of the

majority of architects and builders, satisfactory fgunda-

tions and walls cannot be properly constructed in winter

in this climate, and throughout the country as a whole,

little is attempted during January and February. In

Toronto, however, the temperature is as a rule much

higher than in most localities. Some architects and

builders in recent years have endeavored to shorten if

not close up entirely the gap which has separated the

building season of one year from that of another. Judg-

ing by the number of enterprises already commenced and

projected, the outlook for this year is most encouraging

for architects, builders, workmen, manufacturers and

dealers in building materials, and others whose welfare

is dependent on building activity. The cost of build-

ing is likely to be enhanced at least to the extent of

recent advances in price of materials. It is to be hoped

that contractors' figures may likewise be increased to a

point which will allow of a reasonable margin of profit.

The season of 1898 was satisfactory so far as the volume

of work dlone was çonerned, but on all sides the çopm
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plaint was heard that contractors could make no money
owing to the prevailing low prices. After a long
period of inactivity, anxiety to obtain work was such
that prices were cut much below the point where a
fair profit could be realized. In some trades, as for
example, plastering, the desire of some contractors
seemed to be to secure an extraordinary share of the
available contracts. To accomplish this bids were
lowered below the profit line, and the whole trade suf-
fered. It is most desirable that during the present
season contractors should in their tenders allow for a
fair margin of profit, to which they are entitled. Un-
less there is united action in this direction, the im-
proved conditions which have now set in, so far as
revival of building enterprise is concerned, will add
little to the prosperity of contractors. In Toronto a
few speculative builders are resuming operations. It is
not probable, however, that building of this class will
assume large proportions, as the loan companies, who
were heavy sufferers by the building boom in the early
years of this decade, will be certain to adopt a very con-
servative policy with regard to loans for this kind of en-
terprise. An encouraging sign of returning prosperity,
sa far as Toronto is concerned, is to be found in the
recent sharp advance in real estate values, amounting
in some localities to $15 per foot, within a period of six
to eight months. A rumor has been current to the
effect that it is the intention of some of the unions of
workmen connected with the building trades to demand
an increase of wages. We trust that no obstacle of

ply metal lath at a considerably lower price than that
a competing firm. The plasterer, who is one of tl
most experienced men in his line'in the city, undertoc
to decide for himself which material would in the er
prove the cheapest and, a]l things considered, the bes
In the presence of the agent of the company offerin
the cheapest lath material, he had two pails filled wit
plastering material made up in exactly the same mai
ner, and with this he proceeded to plaster a piece <
each kind of lath measuring 48" x 15". The resu
showed that about 6o per cent. more plaster was r
quired to cover the cheaper lath than was necessary I
cover the more expensive kind, and that by using tl.
more expensive kind of material, the contractor woul

-U apply. in actuai amo'
of plaster used for the pieces, 48" x i5", was 19 po
as compared with 31 pounds.

The Licensi g THE results of the operation of the 1
Architects. enacted by the Legislature of Illin

compelling architects to pass examii
tions and take out licenses, as set forth in the report
the Board of Examiners just to hand, are encouragi
and satisfactory. During the period beginning S
tember 21st, 1897, and ending the i xth of Februa
1899, the Board passed upon 787 applications
licenses, 714 of which were granted and 73 rejecti
There has been no opposition to or wilful violation

cnf twe
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HOUSE DECORATION.
A SIGN of the times is the number of journals either

devoted to, or giving space regularly to, household
decoration. It is a sign that in this country and in the
United States the habit of mind is moving on from ab-

8orption in the mere necessities of life to a desire for

some of its amenities. This desire bas arisen first with

Women, who in America aie the nearest approach to a
leisure class, and the journals which give attention to
household adornment are, for the most part, ladies'
Journals, or depend chiefly upon women for their sub-

scription list. The ideals aimed at are defined usually
by the feminine attributes " cosy," " dainty," etc., and

the kind of work that is described is such as can be

done at home and may be generally described as imita-
tion architecture. Ail this may be welcomed as an in-
dication that there is creeping in some relief to the

squalor of a life devoted entirely to business ; but the

3qualor of a false pretentiousness in art is not so
respectable and is more repellent. If, as seems to be

the case, it is an early stage of a people whose intelli-

gence is more fully developed than their culture, it must

pass soon from this superficial imitation of architectural
effects te an appreciation of their essence, and it is best

Worth while to consider in what the essence of domestic
architectural decoration consists.

At the bottom of ail architectural effect is plan. The
decoration of a room for the attainment of character is
'best begun with the footing courses of the building.
The character to be attained will come under two heads
-dignity or " cosiness." The latter, which we may
call the domestic manner, seems to be the special de-

velopment of modern planning, and the recipe is briefly
a compact complexity of arrangement ; complexity,
that is to say, not for its own sake nor for the sake of
variety, but to match the complexity of modern domestic
life by arranging the area of rooms with such artistic
precision that there are no waste spaces. For this
reason the floor plan is irregular and there is often much
irregularity in the rooms themselves ; for windows
Which are placed only with a view te catch the light or
the sun are often bowed ; fireplaces which are designed
Only for the greatest snugness are likely to be nooked ;
furniture which, like the sideboard, is of such dimen-
Sions as to be immovable is provided with a home of its
OWn, recessed so as to be in the room without claiming
unnecessary side space ; while the hall, which is at
Once an entry, a waiting room, a place for storing outer
garments out of the way, an approach which should
invite to the principal rooms with encouragement of
good things beyond, and which should indicate the
stairs with equal promise but without encouragement, is
a field for the ingenuity of the architect about which, if
there is to be much comfort in little space, one can
Predicate little but that variety is assured. The wall
treatment of such a plan is devoted in the first place to
further emphasis of its complexity by furring down the
ceiling in recesses from the main area so that they are
subordinate in height as well as in area. It is obvious
that when this is done the scheme is aIl there. Details

to obtain such texture of material as will keep the
surface from being duil, though, as a background for
pictures, it should be plain. Sand finish plaster, burlap
or decorators' canvas and other stuffs are in use ; but
here is a field for invention and discovery. There is no
limit to the variety of material that would be suitable,
with the proviso that it must be sanitary. This proviso,
unfortunately, excludes such depth of texture as would
collect dust. The frieze of the central area, being the
crowning member of the principal part of the room, and
being above the line of pictures or other movable decora-
tion, may be the field for any degree of elaboration in
any form of work. It is perhaps an evidence of the ex-
cellent quality of this domestic manner *of housework
thattheconventionallyacceptedarchitectural forms, which
are made according to regular patterns and by multiply-
ing processes, do not look at home in such a room as
this-not because they are too good, but because they
have not enough lífe in themselves, but, when they are
acceptable, are acceptable as factors in a scheme which
is a scheme of proportion only. Here interest in ail
parts is best, and, though simple work will do, the best
work is not out of place in the frieze of a living room.
It is a field for wall painting-decorative figure or
decorative landscape-for carving or for modelling in
plaster. It is time that the practice of modelling in
plaster directly on the wall was revived, and a running
scroll founded on some flowering plant could be quickly
and suitably rendered upon a frieze of this kind, for here
if anywhere the slight irregularities of hand modelling
would be in place.

For dignity the essential difference is lavishness of
space-not large space so much, that lavishness
which pays no heed to the exact space required for each
function, but squares out to an all-comprising area
which does not fit the necessities so much as include
them, having in. view an aim beyond mere necessity-
the attainment of regular form for its own sake. The
ornament, or decoration proper, is therefore in this key.
Its furnishings or features have more to do than to fill
a function ; they have to maintain a character. A
mantel piece is not merely a convenient shelf on which
things which please the eye may rest to adorn the local
centre of comfort or on which books and tobacco may
be found to minister to it ; in a dignified room a
mantel piece is in itself a dignified composition, which
may have, and often has, no other function than beauty.
Walls are not merely walls, but a tripartite composition.
Doors and windows have a function te perform, but this
makes not the limit of their form, but only its motive.
Each is a door or a window, but it is also a composition.
Finally, everything-mantel, doors, windows, sideboard,
or whatever else is necessary-though in itself a com.
position, is but part of a whole, which is the room ;
and, if the greatest dignity is sought, ail rise together
to the cornice, which unites them ail in one. It follows
then that, in this manner, the abstract architectural
forms which jar with cosiness find their proper use,
which is to minister to a unity, self-existent and admir-
able for itself, in which the comforts of a home can be
spread rather than fitted and not be the less comfortable
for the more stately housing. The ultimate home of
details to suit this manner will generally be found to be
Italy ; but there is not much hope for the designer who

borrows from Italy, either directly or through France,
instead of niaking the principles which are at the bottom
of Italian or French work bis own. These principles
would repay research, but the present space barely
suffices te make this attempt to classify the two domes-
tic manners.

It should be said in conclusion that cheap effects,
which form so much the object of study in the decorative
articles before alluded to, are proper to neither manner.
The only form of economy possible in good work here

(as in good work of any kind) is the economy of abstin-
ence. Decoration which is founded on plan may be

slight or copious, plain or rich, and good in aIl cases if
the material is good, but only if the material is good ;
and neither the householder or his architect is wise who
attempts too much for bis money by aiming at the
greatest quantity rather than the best material.
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BY THE WAY.
IT is interesting to learn the precautions taken to conceal the

identity of the competitors in the recent competition for plans for

the proposed University of California at San Francisco. The de-

signs, it will be remembered," were lodged in the Musee Royale
des Beaux-Arts, in Antwerp. There they came into the hands of

Belgian officials and employes. Photography has been employed
to demonstrate to the competitors and others how the designs
were kept concealed until the hour arrived when they were to be

brought before the jury. The cases containing the drawings
were covered with paper, securely tied and sealed with wax bearing
an official stamp. The door of the room containing them was

also effectually sealed. The next stage was to prepare the

drawings for inspection. A photograph shows that no less than

thirty men and boys were cm-

ployed ta make stretchers
and to mount the plans. Every
indication of a motto or other

clue to authorship was care-

fully concealed. The plans
were then covered with paper,
tied and sealed. There was

no likelihood of prepossessimg
in favour of any design, or

of prejudice against it, when
a design came before the jury.
Each had to depend on the

impression which was made

when it was revealed. There

was no confusion or liability to
confound the design of two.
competitors.

Xc X X

THE Municipal Council of

Paris bas decided to give

prizes to the architects and

constructors of the six hand-

somest houses that may be
erected during 1899. The
owners will be exempted from

half of the increased assess-

ment for improvement to the

properties. Fifty-two sets of

plans have been handed in for
a similar competition held
last year. This is an ex-
cellent method of awakening
public interest in architecture,
and effecting an improvement
in the ciaracter of building
designs. The associations of
architects of Ontario and
Quebec should try to induce
the cities of Montreal and
Toronto to copy the example
of Paris in this direction.
Failing that, they should con-
sider whether they themselves
could afford to offer prizes
which would induce architects
to enter a competition of this
character. The appointment
of experts to judge the de-
signs and award the prizes
might be left in the hands of
some competent and inde-
pendent authority. I arn of
the opinion that a competition
of this character, properly
organized and conducted,

would direct public attention to architecture and awaken a wide-
spread interest in the subject such as would not result from public
lectures or any of the other methods which have been suggested
from time to time to time at the architects' conventions.

IN the construction and decoration of railway coaches and
passenger steamers there bas in the past been little demand for
the services of Canadian architects. As a- rule, in this class of
work only the best materials are employed, and in many instances
better resuits might have been attained if the disposition and
treatment of them had been placed in the hands of skilled archi-
tects. This fact is being recognized by the Bertram Company,
who have at present in hand the construction of the new steamer
"City of Toronto." They have engaged the services of Messrs.

Bond & Smith, architects, to design and super-
vise the decorations of the new vessel which isto
equal in character the steamers of the famous
Fall River line. A series of relief panels illus-
trative of Canadian history will adorn the walls.
The decoration of the saloon will also be elabor-
ate in character. In like manner it is the inten-
tion of the Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Co.
to modernize all their steamers.

PAINT SKIN COVERING FOR FLOORS,
VALLS, ETC.

THis covering is produced in Germany by
applying oil paint or varnish paint on very thin
tissue paper, reinforcing the first coat, after
drying, by any desired number of further coat.
ings, and decorating same so that the whole
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PAPER HANGINGS.
PAPER hangings were originally made on sheets of

paper pasted together, each sheet being of the size of

paper then made, which was called Elephant, and meas-

ured about 22 x 32 inches. These were joined so as to

make a length of 12 yards. On this primitive arrange-

ment patterns were stencilled sometimnes in several

colors, and considerable dexterity was shown in the ad-

justment of the stencils.
When paper -making machinery (which is practically

what is now in use) was introduced, single lengths of 12

yards were substituted, and hagç blocks of wood, which

were in reality wood-cuts, were used to print the patterns

instead of the stencils. This method is still in use, and

is called hand or block printing. Each color to be used

has its own block, and the color of one block must be

dry before another is applied. The workman stands

before a framework in which the block is suspended,

and by means of a foot lever passes the paper under the

block, and at the same time brings pressure on the block

to evenly print the pattern on the surface. Another

section of the paper is then brought by guide pins

exactly in place under the block, and the operation is

repeated until the whole length is printed.

This process, on account of the weight of color

applied, is still in favor for cert iin classes of paper, but

the advent of the cylinder presses for calico printing also

revolutionized the printing of paper hangings. By

mieans of this machine all the colors are printed at one

time, and what occupied hours under the old systen

only requires a few seconds under the new. In tnese

machines each color has an engraved copper cylinder,

which is so arranged on the large cylinder as to make

with the others a complete pattern. SmalI vats with
brushes supply an even amount of color ta the cylinders

and the printing proceeds with perfect exactness.

The lowest grades of paper hangings are called

"brown blanks," the paper being of a iight brown or

grey color, and the pattern being printed on without a

background. " White blanks " follow these, the only

difference being in the quality of the paper. F'rtt erlY

the ground of the next grade was printed with the pat-

tern, this being calledI "blotch printing," but the prac-

tice now is to brush the ground color evenly over the

Surface before printing the patterna. These were forai-

erly calleti Ilgroundis" or il fats," and these nariies are

still applied to the better qualities, though without

special reason. Various surfaces are given to the

ground by the application of French chalk, which is

polished to produce what is called "I satin finish "-by

the dusting on a sized ground of finely powdered mica,

to nrnduce what are variously termedI "glimmers,

patterns. This is carried to a further point when the

pattern of the paper is duplicated in the embossed roller

and is thus raised from the surface. These are called

"raised " or pressed " papers.

Wallpapers differ from most other fabrics in that

while great variation exists in the quality of the various

materials used, the materials after all are only of second-

ary importance. The paper is only used as a medium

for transferring a pattern to the wall. Thus, various

other materials may with perfect propriety be imitated

in wallpapers. Expensive leathers, silks and tapestries

are reproduced in paper and excellent effects are thus

obtainable. The European manufacturers lay all the

museums and palaces of the old world under tribute for

designs, and the American manufacturers busy them.

selves in reproducing as rapidly as possible these de-

signs in less expensive and consequently inferior grades.

But a number of the leading designers and architects of

England contribute many original designs for paper-

hangings. Among others may be mentioned Walter

Crane, Lewis F. Day, J. D. Sedding, Shand Kydd, and

others. Their design- are not in imitation of other

materials, but purely in the line of ornamentalor floral

treatment, and are for that reason more favorably re-

garded by many.
It may be said, in conclusion, that while the materials

as before remarked are secondary to the design, as much

difference exists between desirable and undesirable

qualities of wallpaper as in other fabrics.
W. H. ELLIOTT.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF
ARÇHITECTS.

The committee which was recently appointed to look

about for more suitable rooms to serve as headquarters

for the Association, have recommended that the neces-

sary accommodation be procured up town. The

Council of the Association have adopted the recom-

mendation, and on the first of May the Association will

remove from the rooms which they have occupied for

a number of years past in the New York Life Building,

Montreal, to new quarters on St. Catharine Street, in

the building in which are the rooms of the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers.

AN ART MUSEUM FOR TORONTO.
The following memorandum is printed in a conspicu-

ous position in the catalogue of the exhibition of the

Ontario Society of Artists, now in progress :

" The need for an Art Museum in Toronto bas long

been felt by those who are interested i the progress of

art in the city and Dominion.
" During the last twenty years various projects for

buildings suitable as a home of the fine arts have been

considered, and have not been found sufficiently com-

prehensive to raise the enthusiasm of those who realize

the importance of the question.
S'The members of the Ontario Society of Artists, be-

lieving the time bas arrived in the city's progress when

steps should be taken to carry out this important require-

ment, have during the past season had the whole sub-

ject under consideration, and in the near future they

hope to be able to present some suggestions and plans

for such a much-needed institution."

The death is announced of Mr. James Perry, one of the oldest

and most respected contractors of Ottawa.
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stone is now easily obtained at a fair price; steel and iron are not

as formerly almost prohibitive in cost : in every direction may
be found greater facilities and lower prices, which, together with

a demand for sounder methods created by the hnowledge of

what is being done in other places near at hand will quickly bring

about better resuits.
But it is in her residential and suburban architecture that Vic-

toria shows to best advantage, and it is a pleasant change to

leave the business portion of the town and wander along the

roads with their oak trees and wild roses, the bracken and the

broom growing luxuriantly up to the very macadam. There are

to be found many charmingly designed houses with a home-like,

cosy air about them, that is really delightful ; the close cropped

bright green lawns, the well grown hollies, birches, poplars and

spreading oaks, the laurels,box hedges, roses,and thewandering,

rambling dark green ivy, ail combine to create a resemblance to

English houses so often claimed for many Victoria homes ; as

there is perhaps nothing so altogether enchanting as a certain

type of English Country House, this is no small praise ; better

still, it is not altogether undeserved.

Victoria's gardens and the fine panoramic view of the Straights

del Fuca and the Olympian Range are ber great glories, and in-

deed neither the gardens nor the view are easily excelled any-

Where; the pleasant equable climate too, makes it possible to en-

joy both of these advantages to the fullest extent. Moreover

the country round about, which is a capital mixture of cultivated

and virgin land, is well intersected with roads ; perhaps it is but

natural that the Victorians should a little neglect the " City " for

the outskirts, the attractions of the latter being duly considered.

Though many of the better bouses are designed on English

lines with red roofs well gabled, and upper stories and gable

ends pannelled in a more or less happy imitation of half timber,

there are also some very refined examples of American pictur-

esque ;-two bouses on Rockland Avenue being perhaps the best;

they are executed in shingles, are subdued in color and the lines

are simple and dignified, relief being afforded by admirable fenes-

tratlon ; the porte cochere in one instance is piquancy itself.

There is a tendency to utilize the rough-cast and half timber

effect without restraint and without breadth, a tendency which at

times degenerates into positive meaninglessness ; there are not

a few instances where weather boards have been pannelled to

represent half timbering by means of dark painted i x 6 fram-

ing planted on then; such poor subterfuges cannot be too strongly

condemned for they are not even successful as shams ; it nay be

frankly conceded that it is doubtful taste to imitate the old half

timber construction by framing panels on rough lining and fill-

ing in the spaces with roughcast, still the effect is there when

clei.erly applied and with feeling, and viewed through the dark

green foliage of the oaks is most pleasing.
Many houses have good square halls with brick fire-

places which harmonize well with the dark brotvn tones of the

pannelled cedar wainscots and beamed ceilings. Cedar is very

freely used in the interior fittings and the plaster walls and ceil-

ings (where not pannelled) are usually kalsomined-indeed

both cedar and kalsomine are so much in evidence one is

tempted to conclude that there really can be too much of a good

thing, especially when it excludes other modes of decoration.

Surely in these days of Norris & Dresser wall papers, Voysey,
Sedding and Crane friezes, dados and ceilings, place might be

found for one or another of the many charming color schemes
and ail Our patterns that can be procured at an expense which
Is slight compared with the cost of the simplest pannelling.

Here, as elsewhere, novelty is too frequently and evidently
striven after withtheusual results,-strained effects, exaggerations
and lack of repose ; why should so many gables, which as plain

honest gables would be pleasing enough, suffer front violent irrup-
tions ofcut and fancy shingles, turnings,fretwork, brackets, finials
overladen with detail, setting sun panels, and what not? Ail these
could be discarded to the advantage of the client's pocket, to the
infinite gain of the design (which is injuriously affected not en-
hanced by ail this rubbish) and also to the architect himself, by

impelling him to more truthful modes of expression, to say noth-

ing Ofthe poor but honest critic whois frequently driven to desper-
lion by the endless repetition of these errors in elementary good

confined to imitating the features of a nobler order. Timber

buildings should bear their origin and construction on their faces

in the unmistakable manner that stone and brick structures bear

theirs'. When we bave had to design in a distinctive manner for

the material the above statement may be successfully challenged:

at present we are in Jackdaw with-birrowed-feather-stage, the

tendency on the part of the Jackaw to moult, the moulting and

the rather bedraggled fine plumes producing a truly lamentable re-

suit ; doubtless the peacock's feathers are sometimes very cleverly

applied, nevertheless Jack in his honest coat of sober hue, bis

pearly grey necktie, together with a sturdy form, strong bill and

clear bright eye, is a picture, rustic if you please, but cheerful,
self-contained and dignified enough, too.

We look to you, Mr. Editor, to support our plea for greater at-

tention to breadth and simplicity of design, for long lines, wide

gables, deep projections and consequently good grouping and

fine contrasts of light and shade, plenty of good plain surface;

help it to be understood that one carefully drawn moulding, one

feelingly profiled turning is better ornament than the most in-

genious agglomeration of ill designed detail, and some of the

worst features of our timber architecture will become discred-

ited.

MODERN SYSTEMS OF INTERIOR WIRING.*
BY L. B. Csvasucr.

FORTUNATELY, in this climate the small amount of moisture in

the atmosphere has practically no effect on inside wiring, though

in foggy districts near the sea coast, and especially in England,

a great deal of trouble is experienced from grounds caused by a

film of moisture forming over the surface of the fittings. In re-

gard to wires imbedded in plaster, the effect on the insulation is

uncertain, depending on the composition of the plaster and the

covering on the wire. In some cases the alkalies in the plaster

soon break down ail insulation on the wire, while there are many

instances of specimens of wire testing well after being imbedded

in plaster for many years.

To prevent any liability of leakage or chemical action on the

wire, it is now supported throughout on porcelain knobs or cleats,

and where passing through timber or plaster is surrounded by a

porcelain tube. In Fig. i is shown a sketch of this method of

Fro. i.-PRcELAiN TuBE WORK.

wiring as installed in the ordinary style of building. As may be

seen from the figure, there is considerable open space in the parti-

tion walls, under floors, and in many cases on the outer brick

walls, in which the wiring may be concealed. The joists, stud-

ding, etc., are bored to receive the porcelain tubes, and the wires

run through these tubes, which are made in different sizes and

lengths, depending on the size of the wire and the thickness of

the timber they are to pass through. The wiring of the building

is most readily done while the building is under construction

and before the lathing and plastering is commenced. In finished

buildings, where the wiring is to be concealed, the problem is

more complicated, and to avoid breaking the plaster, a number

of devices are used by different contractors. In passing down

the partition walls the best work is done by using bits with shanks

that can be lengthened to twelve feet or more, and boring through

ract Of paper end before the En eering Society of the Schocl of Practical

Scirce Toronto, and published by permî son.
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ail obstructions in the partition fi-rn top to bottom. In passing

down the narrow space between the lathing and brick work on

outer walls, what is technically termed a " mouse " is used,

consisting of a short chain fastened to the end of a cord. This

is dropped down the wall and fished out from below ; the wires

are then drawn up to the outlet in flexible conduit. In order to

conceal the wiriing under the Roors, some of the flooring is taken

up, preferably by carpenters, although in small jobs this work is

generally done by the electrician himself. Where thick, gummy
flooring is encountered, this is a most laborious operation with a

hand saw, and a small circular saw is often used to much advan-

tage. The writer bas seen a combination of one of these saws

geared ta a small iron clad motor used for this work, which an-

swered the purpose perfectly. Both saw and motor were mounted

on a ligýt wooden frame, by which the saw was moved ahead as

the cutting proceeded. The connection to the motor .was

made by a long twin wire to the mains in the basement.

When it is considered too troublesome or expensive to conceal

the wiring in a finished building by lifting floors, etc., the wires

are often run in wooden niouldings to diminish; the unsightliness

of open wires across the ceilings or walls. This class of work is

much used an steamboats and is especially adapted to wiring

panelled rooms, as the moulding nay be made to match the

woodwork of the roon. Considered from an electrical rather

than the decorative standpoint, wiring imbedded in moulding
is inferior to wiring supported n porcelain and freely surrounded

by air. The dissipation of heat is more easily effected in the

latter case than in the former, and in a damp place the moulding
will cause leakage, as wet wood is a conductor rather than an
insulator. A case was met with recently where a No. 8 wire
under the action of electrolysis had been entirely wasted away to

a green trace of copper salts, by being imbedded in moulding,

(D EZ3

and known :
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one conduct
used as the
copper wire

unless they are both well grounded at these ends. For alternat-
ing current work, unless for short runs, both conductors must be
run in the outer covering, as in the case of a single conductor in
an outer iron armor, the drop along the line will be increased
by imupedance due to the alternating current.

The advantages of the concentric system are, that there 1s

practically only one wire to run, and this may be buried in plaster
or run over iron work with impunity. The cable itself also is
quite small, being for a No. 12 wire only 1 in. in diameter, and as
no insulators are required it is very easily concealed. Since it Is
armored, it is unaffected by nails, etc., and in case of any rough
usage, such as the rupture of the cable by a chisel, a dead short-
circuit is formed, which blows the fuse immediately, without any
arc being formed external to the cable. The adherents of this
system claim, like Mark Twain, that it is best to put ail your eggs
in one basket and then " watch that basket." They argue that
it is better to put ail the insulation on one conductor, and to see
that this insulation is well protected, than to have two conduc-
tors, each liable to a breakdown. • The disadvantages of this
system are, first, the obvious difficulty in making the joints, and,
second, having the outer grounded, which is a disputed question.
This system is used chiefly in isolated plants or in buildings using
alternating current and supplied from separate tramsformers, as
there would probably be considerable electrolysis of gas and
water mains where there was a network of bare outer conduc-
tors ail over a city.

Tho concentric svstem is not usad in America and in the mod-

o brick arch4
os is uns

»r in the ,
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ENTRANCE STAIRCASE, TEMPLE BUILDING, ToRoNTO.
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bending with the pipe without cracking or splitting, must be imi-
Pervious ta heat and moisture. There bas been much discussion

as ta whether an insulating lining is necessary in a metal PiPe

which is perfectly waterproof and the wires it dontains are insu-

lated up ta many megohms per mile. At the World's Fair (1892)

ail forms of pipe tubing and conduit then manufactured were re-

jected, and plain iron pipe was finally adopted, in which the dis-

tribution wires were run. Although some of these wires were

carrying a 2,000-volt alternating current, no faults whatever were

developed. There are also thousands of miles of plain iron pipe

now used for underground service for high potential mains in

cities, which have given perfect satisfaction.

In spite of these facts, a thin insulating lining is always used for

interior conduit work, for several reasons. All the iron pipe as

now.manufactured on a large scale is very rough on its interior,

due ta burrs, fins and splinters, and in pulling a wire through a

long stretch of this pipe the insulation is very liable ta be torn, es-

pecially in rounding corners, elbows, etc., in the smaller sizes of

pipe. A plain iron pipe is also liable to sweat internally, and any

rust due to moisture in the conduit is a menace ta the insulatian

on the wire. Thus a thin lining is useful as tending ta preserve

both the pipe and the insulation.
There are two styles of iron armored conduit very extensively

used, one having a lining of treated paper and the other a thi

coating of enamel both inside and outside. The lining in the latter

conduit is very hard and as smooth as glass, which as an advan-

tage in inserting the wires. These iron armored conduits. are

manufactured in the regular gas pipe sizes externally, and in coup-

ling the standard gas pipe threads are aiso used.

DISTRIBUTION.

The. systeni of distribution ta be used in a building depexlds ta

a large exteet on the cbaracter of the building, whether the lights

are scattered, as in the case of a

business block, or arranged in

groups in a large electrolier,

around the stage, etc., as in the

case of a theatre. One of the

most general methods of distribu-

tion is shown in Fig. 3, which

gives an isometric sketch of the

feeder system in one wing of a
modern office building. In this

systen of wiring all the branch

circuits (not shown) on each floor

are run from one or more distri-

bution boxes or cabinets on that

floor. The panel boards in these

cabinets are supplied from the

switchboard in the basement by a

system of risers or feeders run-

ning up one of the side walls ta

the cabinets. In conduit work a

two-wire systen is usually em-

ployed throughout the building,

FIG. 3 .- FEEDER SYSTEM. and a separate pair of feeders run
lup (rrn the switcb.board ta eacb

distribution box. Or where the load is light, and separate con-

trol for each floor from the basement is not required, the panel

boards on two or three adjacent floors are supplied frahr one pair

of feeders. In order that the public lights along the balls, stair-

cases and elevators may be idepeident ofthe teer ligts in the

building, it is customary ta run a pair f feeders frorn the base-

ment ta one or more separate panel-boards an certain facre form

wlilch these lgbts are wlred. In case current is required for

running motors for prmiting presses, etc., on saine of the floars,

the main panel boards on these Boors are dlvided into twa sec-

tins, )ne part for the lighting and the other for pwer service.

Thi power section of the pane board ia suppfled by separate
-1 -t, -~ 1-- --. ,th-board. from which are

in ligbting an electrolier from several different places. Where

the building is to be wired for electric bell, telephone or ticker

service, weatherproof wire is generally used throughout for this

purpose, and ail the wires from each floor run in a single conduit

to a distribution box in the basement.

INSTALLATION.

In Figs. 4 ta i ,are shown details of différent parts of conduit

electric wiring as installed in a fireproof office building. The

FIG. 4 .- WInE WAY.

conduit is installed at that stage in the construction of the

building after the brickwork in the flooring and walls is finished,

but before any plastering is started. Since even the smallest size
of conduit (f") is generally too large to be covered by the layer

of plaster on the brick w&lls, it is necessary ta cut shallow chan-

nels in the brickwork wherever the conduit is ta run on these

walls. This is a tedious job, and is usually done by a gang of

men with hammers and cold chisels before the regular conduit

work is started. Where there are a number of vertical feeders

requiring large conduit to be run,

the architect ta have a recess left
in the brickwork of sufficient

width and one brick deep from
the basement right up to the roof.
A good place ta run this channel
for the feeders is up the elevator
enclosure. This is generally in a
central location, which is con-
venient for the panel boards, and
besides this there are no windows,
partitions, walls, etc., ta dodge
around in running the feeders
to the basement. Fig. 4 shows
the manner in which the feeder
conduits are run in the wire way

and their connection ta the dis-
tribution box, also the smaller
branch conduits leading from the
box ta the different circuits.

arrangements are made with

Flo. 4a.-PANEL BOARD.

On account of the large size of wire used for the feeders, a

separate couduit is generally run for each wire. If, however, an

alternating current is ta be used in the building, this arrangement

of one conductor in an iron tube will cause a loss of energy by in-

duced currents set up in the iron. It is thus necessary ta use

brass armored conduit or ta neutralize this effect by running both

wires in the one tube.
In the branch circuits two wires or a twin wire are almost always

run ta a single conduit, and the wiring differs in some respects

FIG. 5 .- ORDINARY WIRING.

from ordinary methods. In ordinary work, where a number of

lights are installed in a roomy the mains aro run down the longth

of the room ahd branches tapped off ta each laInp, as shown in

Fig. 5. In conduit work, hwever, no tde's are pliaced on the con-

duit, 41nd a zig-zag P4th is t4isen from une Pi et tg tç nçrt9, in
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afterwards inserting the wires they are run to the furthest outlet,
and, working back, a loop is left at each of the other outlets, to

FIG. 6.-Loop SYSTEM.

which the wires from the fixture are connected. Thus in this "loop
system " (Fig. 6) the branch wires are not cut at any place between
the panel board and the furthest outlet, so that if larger wires are
afterwards required, the different fixtures .nay be disconnected,
the old wires pulled out from end ta end, and the larger wires in-
serted.

Sane details of the conduit work on branch circuits are shown
n Figs. 7 and 8. It will be noticed that the conduit is run on the

FIG. 7.-DETAILS OF BRANCH CIRUITS,

-70 00 W0 9 DD JO!

FIG. 8.-DETAILS OF BRANCHI CIRCUITS.

brick flooring and not across the ceilings. This is because the
plaster on the ceilings is not thick enough to cover the iron
armored conduit, and since the brick flooring is afterwards cov-
ered by two to four inches of cinders, over which asphalt or the
floor boards are laid, the tubes are completely concealed. In both
these figures outlet boxes are used, into which the ends of the
conduit at the outiet are sealed. These outlet boxes are made of
iron, with a lining of the same material as that used in the conduit.
Two common forms are shown in Figs. 9 and ro, the first of

The wiring in the basement is usually run open, i.e., not con-
cealed in the plaster, and is often run in flexible conduit or on
porcelain knobs, though for fireproof work the iron armored con-
duit is continued to the switchboard. A very useful support, made
from gas pipe, for carrying the conduit in the basement is shown
in the upper portion of Fig. i i. This figure also shows a form of
switchboard suited to the feeder system in Fig. 3, each pair of
feeders being controlled by a double pole switch.

It is not permitted when installing the conduit to run cords in
the stretches as they are put up, to facilitate pulling the con-
ductors through afterwards, as this might make poor construction
possible ; that is, it would be an easy matter to pull even large
wire through a conduit having rough, poorly made joints, which
would abrade the insulation on the wire. When the wire is run
through the conduit properly, it is practically a guarattee that
the conduit has been well installed or the conductors could not be
inserted. For this same reason, it is important to have ail
necessary curves as graduai as possible or difficulty will be had
in running the wire afterwards. In making a correct joint in
iron armored conduit, a wheel pipe cutter is used to cut merely
through the outer iron armor, a hack-saw being used to saw
through the linirg. A reamer is then used to trim up the end of
the conduit before it is threaded. A jack-knife is often used in-
stead of the reatner, but a poor job is generally the result. Care
should also be taken that the white lead used in sealing the joint
does not get between the ends of the conduit. This can be pre-
vented by giving the coupling a turn or two on the condnit, and
then applying the lead tothe thread on the outside of the con-
duit.

The actual wiring of the building by running the conductors
through the conduit is not done till aIl the plastering, floortng,

$J#PORT FOR CON DUT
1N MA8EMENT

POWER PANE.L

bed-in fact, the wirep
:he same time.
ie risers or feeders, as
larger than No.6, is

horizontal branch cir-
twin wire, the problen
:conduit is first rend-

FIG. 9.-OUTLLT BoX. FIG. Io.-OUTLET Box.

which is an outiet box shaped to act as a receptacle for a flush
switch. Fig. ro gives a form used at a bracket outlet, showing
the nipple on the cover by which the bracket is supported. In
many buildings, however, outlet boxes are not used, especially
for bracket and ceiling lights, the conduit being trimmed off
nearly flush with the plaster and the fixture connected up in the
usual manner. When one or more branches are to be tapped off
the mains for an electrolier, etc., a "junction box " is used.
These are very similar to outlet boxes and often contain a branch
cut out, making then practically a distribution box on a small scale
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Tintern Abbey is in Monmouthshire, and is of easy access fron
Bristol Or Clifton across the Channel.

To the student in search of Gothic examples, Tintern givel

excellent opportunities of study-the condition of the ruins inside

the abbey, being such, ruinous enough yet not tdo much so, as to

allow of examining many details that are on the ground and of

also seeing then in position in other places-One of the advan-

tages of a ruin.
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but~externally both it and the aisle are I6 sided. At each external
angle of the building is a flying buttress to resist the thrust of the

valting originally designed to be of stone, but which idea was

subsequently abandoned and a plastered ceiling simulating the

interlacing ribs of the original design substituted.

The inside diameter of the dome is 87 ft. 6 inches, and its height

14 o ft. ; the outside diameter of the building, 127 ft. exclusive of

buttresses, but 146 ft. inclusive of buttresses.
The walling is of local limestone faced with local sandstone and

the dressings of sandstone from Ohio, excepting the voussoirs of

the flying buttresses, which are of beavy bedded local limestone.

The roof and lantern have iron principals, wooden rafters and

wooden roof boards covered with copper. The inside walls and

dome are plastered.
In the circular interior wall of the dom- 's a door corresponding

to each side of the outer wall, one of which doors leads mto the

Parliament House, one to an external entrance, and the others to

the rooms into which the leanto is divided. Against the circular
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>r, the subject illustrated in this number is " fine

century work.

BRARY BUILDING, OTTAWA-MESSRS. FULLER &

& LAVER, AND THOMAS FULLER, ARCHITECTS.

lly spoken of as a separate building, it forIs
Unent building. It was included in the original

Mr. Fuller received the first premiun in 1859,
as completed conforms closely to the original

Iction was commenced in I86o, but when the

ccupied in 866 the library walls were covurt i

-to. In 1868 the construction was resumed, but ib

7 that the building was completed and fitted up

onsists of a dome surmounted by a lantern and
lean-to aigle. Internally the dome is circular,

wall of the donre are three stories of boOkcases with -eturns in

wards towards the centre at each door, leaving a rada l passage

on floor and each gallery. Alil the bookcaseb and galleries are of

-white pine, the gallery floors ground glass, and the railings

wrought iron. The woodwork ir elaborately carved in floral

designs. The flooring of the dome is in Canadian woods.

In the centre of the floor space is a pedestal supporting a

marbie statue of Her Majesty the Queen.

The dome receives its day light through large clerestory wind-

ows and from the lantern ; by night incandescent electric light is

used.
The heating is indirect from stacks ofsteampipes in a cruciform

passage which divides the basemlent plan into quadrants. This pas-

sage es directly over subterranean air ducts leading from the face of

the cliff and the fresh air therefrom when warmed by the steani

coils passes up through the floor in large tubes terminating

several feet above the floor ine in brass registers.
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CoMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR SEAL FOR O.S.A., Hv MR. GuSTAv HAHN,
AWARDED FIRST POSITION.

THE ONTARIO SOCIETY OF ARTISTS'
27TH EXHIBITION.

THE statement bas been made that the thing whi
exists, and that can look back on years of existence,
worthy of respectful attention. On this simple grou
the Ontario Society of Artists may legitimately dema
an initial recognition that will be freely accorded by t
unprejudiced. The present is its 27th spring exhibitic
Looking back over the intervening period between t
and that of ten years ago it is pleasing to be able
note that there has been a gradually increasing exc
lence, which is all the more praiseworthy when the le
years of the last decade are taken into considerati
To the continuance in being of the O.S.A. there
been contributed much of self-repression, much of
durance, much genuine love of art and much earn
manful and womanful endeavor. No doubt during t
time the Society bas had its acerbities and its feuds.
the same time there have been sterling comradeship, a
an amount of subordination of the individual to
general that have largely contributed to the welfare
the institution. When we think of the sensitivenes
artists, and of the way in which that sensitiveness is o
needlessly outraged; of the difficulty of getting the ar
tic temperament to " go in harness "-so to speak
all, we must acknowledge that the O.S. A. may look w
some complacency on its twenty-seven years' reco

It is a mistake to look at any exhibition of art i:
spirit of sectarian narrowness. As well might a r:
looking at a landscape admire only one sort of tree
one kind of flower. Art is a product of human nati
and human nature is very various. One gets a g
deal more pleasure out of life by being able to admii
great many types of human beings, and the princ
may well be applied to pictures. In looking at a pict'
we wish to adjust ourselves to the factors of the c
and then to judge of the work produced. Another r
ciple which bas to be borne in mind is that of evolut
It is no more use to try to shut evolution out of
and poetry, and even religion, than it is to shut the mi
of the seasons out of Ontario. Unnatural and biz
effects are revolutionary rather than evolutionary. '
may surprise, but they do not convince. At the s
time, a few earthquakes and comets and cataclysm!
not matter, especially as we generally know how
effects are produced-how many pounds of dyna
are used in the earthquake, and how much lime
oxyhydrogen gas it takes to " work " the comet a(
the stage. The path of progress in art is the good
nath of evolution. let those climb by means of bal]

""VO

flying machinet
y something abc
: The women

R. F. Gagen.
J. S. Gordon.
E. W. Grier.
G. Hahn.
S. A. Heward.
F. McG. Knowles.
J. E. Laughlin.
H. Martin.
T. M. Martin.
C. M. Manly.
M. Matthews.
E. M. Morris.
C. E. Moss.

L. R. O'Brien.
S. Pendleton.
J. A. Radford.
G. A. Reid.
W. Robins.
J. T. Rolph.
W. A. Sherwood.
W. St, Thomas Smith
H. Spiers.
O. Staples.
E. S. Thompson.
J. Willson.

Here thon we have the selecteti work of no fewer than
flfty-four artists, and it is understoodth .at this year thie
committee on whom the celection devoîveti, exercising
their function by systeunàtic voting, liveti up to their
responsibilities and rejecteti rather more than tbe a-
cepteti. They are deserving of the thanks of the pbI
andi of the artiste whose works they 11turnei clown.
Disagreeable as it ie to have one's picture. rejected, it is
no worse a fate tlian is contiually happening to literarY
people in the rejectioii of their manuccripts, and there ie
no progress but by the survival of the fittest. The
resuit ie1 in this instance, an exhibition which ie a credfit

ch to Ontario andi to Can~ada, andi which wouiti not dis-
je grace any city on the continent. It ie interestiflg to

nti note that of the fifty-four artiste representeti, forty-
nd three belong to Toronto andi the neighborhood, three to
he Ottawa, one to Ithaca, N.Y. ; two to Hamilton, one to
ni. Duntias, one to Lenoxville, Que.; one to St. Thomnas,

bis one to London anti one to New York. Although thie
to classification denotes that Toronto is becomiflg a verY
et- important art~ centre, it would certainiy be pieasing to
an see the Province of Ontario at large a little botter re-
on. presented.
îas In these brief notes of this excellent exhibition it ig
en- impossible to refer criticaliy to every picture, but, gen-
est eraliy speaking, the artiste whoee pictures are bore may
biat be tiivi4ed into two clasese : those who have arriveti
At andi those who are arriving. 0f course the pitch of ex-
nd cellence at which the tiret have arriveti andi which the

the second are aiming at varies considerably, andi there are
of sorne who will neyer arrive at anything particular.
s of Again, parentheticaliy, we may eay that these two broati
ïen 'clases niay be divideti into those wbo venture to paint
tis- figures of buman beings or animale, and the who dIO
at not, and, we count the ability to paint figures a very irn-

rith portant dIistinction, because it generally shows that th,
>rd. artist who attacks the fig~ure can tiraw. while the other

are :
A.
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it is certainly one of the best of that mountain region tat

he bas produced, nor is Matthews' fine water-color The

Canyon at Evening," nor Beil-Sniith's finest picture

in the Exhibition, " The Heart of the Selkirks." Again

as fine examples of the "arrived" period, take any

of Mr. C. M. Manly's. His "World of Heather,"

ACHELS TOMB, BETHLEHEM Il-F. S. CHALLENER,

T'he Creeping Mists Came in," and

rer TCread of Jerson" show a mature c

t style of work wbich is always delightful.

Zolph's t"A Hillside at Weston,' and yc

fect example of Rolph, one of the Rolphiest

[phs we bave ever seen. And i "Evenlfg
he Barbican, Plymouth," we have one of

Smithiest of W. Smith's. it is just tbis

ility of individuality, this aduit charac-

ism, this signed-all-over quality, that

rks what we have ventured to call the

rriva " period. Of course those who have

ne to this stage-some earlier and soie

r-may please us from year to year witb

N combinations-the world is great and

ire are endless subjects and ways of treat-

A.R.C.A.

bis "The
apacity in

Or ok
hu ave a

range not to put Mr. McGillivray
Stbis category, but for the

he is such an adventurous
ning his prow now here and

le must put bim in tbe other.

weii-found. Dropping the metaphor, Mr

draw, he is a great colourist, and be sees

stdrking picture of Psyche, which occupies

rivais on these walls. The little nude " A Woodland
Nymp " also does him much credit, while the " Bit on

the Thames " shows the versatility and vitality of this

accomplished artist. Miss Laura Muntz is another ad-

venturous voyager in whose prowess one cannot but re-

joice. Her pictures live. Those who remember her

work a few years ago will acknowledge with pleasure

a considerable increase of power. A little more re-

straint will come later, now she riots in strength and

vitaity. Her " Mussell Gathering," and her " Lui-

laby," are in our humble opinion the cleverest TOURS DE

FoRCE in the show. Miss Clara Hagarty has force that

struggles with conventionalism and discipleship ; her

two fine portraits; however show a considerable ad-

vance on former work, and a human characterization

that gives them distinction ; they undoubtedly hold the

first place in point of interest among the portraits ex-

hibited. Mr. F. Gagen has made notable progress dur-

ing the past few years, and his oil-painting "A Calm

Summer Afternoonl " with its red rocks, its water, its

floating clouds and its feeling of heat, is a decided ad-

vance on former work. His " Just above High Tide,"

is also pleasing, and bis other four watercolours are

meritorious, as are also Mr. W. D. Blatchly's IThe

Path by the Mill jRace " and " Morning Light," on

both of which we heartily congratulate him, as they

show conspicuous progress. F. S. Challener, bas the

root of the matter in him, and bis pictures are always

interesting. His " Rachel's Tomb, Bethlehem " is full

of the Eastern atmosphere. His " Conscience Makes

Cowards of us all " appears to be a picture with a story,

but the story is not immediately apparent. The nude

feminine ghost is clever and the accessories satisfac-

tory. Mr. Challener bas imagination. Mr. J. Arch.

DECORATIvE PANEL, " SUMMER."--G. A. REmI, R.C.A.

Browne's " Clearing," a landscape showing the wind in

in autumnal trees is an effective effort and shows con-

siderable strength of handling. Mr. Edmund M.

Morris bas two pictures one of which, " Landscape," is

decidedly attractive as a powerful sketch, showing good

colour and considerable dash, theother, " At the Docks,"

mixed as to colour,and with no regard for composition.

We like Mr. Owen Staples' " Hollyhocks II better than

we do bis" Changing Pasture, the cow broadsideon and

taking up so much of the picture, though admirably

drawn, is in our opinion hardly up to the artist's pic-
torial mark.

The water-colours demand a special notice and we

are sorry that we have room but for the bearest men-

tion. Mr. F. H. Bridgen is decidedly improving and

bas several very clever sketches. Mr. J. S. Grdon's

, A Tiff," is ambitious and clever. Miss Wibelmîna

D. Hawley's " Cold Bath " and I Cleaning Brass ' are

exceedingly brilliant both in drawing and color.
There are so many pictures in the exhibition that call

for notice that we regret very mucb that tbe space ai-

lotted to us prevents us froni doing more than thus no-

ticing a few salient points. BERNARD McEvoy.

Mjr. William Bryce Mundie, a former resident of Hamilton, Ont.,

•as receliY bn appoi ted architect to the Chicago Board of

Education.

' R
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STUDENTS' DEPARTMENT.

4 hen woe mean to bui/d
î e frst survey the plot, then draw the model;
And, when we see the ßgure of the house.
Then must we rate the cost of the erection;
Wdic, if weAnd outweighs abity,
l hat do we then, but draw anew the model

In fewer eces, or, al least desist
To build al all."-Shkspeare.

YOUNG men
studying for the
profession of
architecture will
dowell to remem-O'r ber that the law
bas had a good
deal to do with
architects and

OU- .their clients in
the past and that
there are some

- very important
L-- ~ \ . \lessons to be

drawn from the
fact. It is important that an architect should be posted
on some particulars at any rate, in order that he may
be saved from the consequences of actions that, though
they are in themselves insignificant, may give rise to
much trouble.

Some men are fortunate in their clients and no one
at the outset expects that he will have trouble before
his work is completed, but a sudden occasion will some-
times give rise to a serious disagreement and the settle-
ment of accounts may result in alarming lawsuits.

The subject is one worthy a far more lengthy treat-
ment than the limits of this article will allow, but 1 pro-
pose to give a few pointers to younLy archit..n. .. A

benefited by the change and personally enjoyed the irn-
provement. The architect has rendered himself liable
for the whole expense. Again, in dealing with the au-
thorized agent of a client, it may be his lawyer or his
business manager, it is necessary to have it clearly laid
down what is the extent of the agency, what power the
agent has to order work or changes. So the architect,
as the agent for his client for the particular purpose of
his profession, must be careful not to exceed the powers
of his agency. That is to say, it should be understood
between architect and client what limitations, if any,

It has, b
given by

E out of

or the carryil
worth while

ver order anything for his
name, lest, as has happened,
ier to collect from the archi-

ilways well to make use of
an authorized by my client

:c.," so that there may be no
oyer becomes bankrupt, the
e bill because he omitted to
ig for his client, even though
supposed from the circum-

>uld not be ordering for his

can find occasion
he architect has
tuting stone for

improvement that
ut adding to the
ariation from the
rchitect can show
)le. It has been
architect by the

nd omissions, did

give
som

ment of accc
mn that the %

that

>t an arcr
ork he is

that a n
of bindit on and

dunt at

ient for

require
y, buta
, has 1;
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certificate is granted fraudulently. That is, it the builder

bas in collusion with the architect presented a certificate

that is not honestly due, the owner may refuse payment,

but he must establish the charge of fraud against the

architect to succeed, and Lord Herschell has said

" Fraud is proved when it is shown that a false repre-

sentation has been made : (i) Knowingly or (2) With-

Out belief in its truth or (3) Recklessly--careless, whe-

ther it be false or true." A false statement is not neces-

sarily fraudulent-a false statenient may be made in

error, in an honest belief that it is truth, and where

that is the case it is not fraudulerit. An architect may

.be misled by the statement of the builder and grant a

certificate in consequence ; it has been held that such

action on the part of the architect was not fraudulent.

With regard to plans and specifications an architect

cannot be held liable for inaccuracies ; he may nake

mistakes due even to gross negligence, but, unless he

WiIfully misrepresents and thereby purposely deceives

the contractor, he is not liable. The contractor to be

relieved from carrying out that for which be bas con-

tracted must prove fraud on the architect's part. Serious

discrepancies, through negligence, have been found to

exist between the drawings and the specifications, cer-

tain things shown on the drawings but omitted from the

sPcifications-the contractor, however, is prevented

from claiming extra paym-nt by the clause which states

that the drawings and specifications together form the

contract. In a specification of a bouse all reference to

flooring was omitted. The contractor provided the

naterial because it was shown on the drawings, but re-

fused to lay it without additional charge. Judge Pol-

lock said, in delivering judgment, " that the flooring

Of a house cannot be considered an extra any more than

the doors or windows." "The contract," said Chan-

nell, B., " is that the HOUsE should be completed, not

that the works hereinbefore mentioned should be com-

Pleted."

Just a note on " Penalties " and " Liquidated Dam-

ages." if the word " penalty " is used for the amount

to be forfeited by the contractor if he fails to complete

the work within a certain time,'it necessitates the em-

Ployer proving the damage or loss he bas sustained !
but, if the expression be "liquidated damages," the

contractor in default must pay the amount mentioned

without further investigation.
I have refrained from citations in the foregoing

notes, but, in conclusion, let me say, that every point

brought out is the result of an actual lawsuit in each

case, and the decisions stand as precedents for all time.

R. W. GAMBIER-BOUsFIELD.

THE CHICAGO SKETÊH CLUB.
IF we may judge by the programme of the meetings,

the Chicago Architectural Sketch Club is conducted on
unique lines. The notice for the meeting on Feb. 27 th
read as follows :

CONTINUOUS VAUDEVILLE AND DRAMA.

Curtain rises at 8 p.m. sharp. " Chaser " at 12 p.m.

First performance of the roaring Comedy.

"THE NEW DRAUGHTSMAN."

Specially written for the occasion by

MR.-
and presented with marvelous stage settings and gorge-

Ous scenery under the personal direction of the author.

.A number nf Ieih and catchv vaudeville .' turns "

Drinkables.

ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.
THE regular monthly meeting of the Toronto Chapter

of the O.A.A. was held on Monday evening, March

13 th, in the form of a dinner at McConkey's. Mr.

Helliwell, the chairman, was unable to be present

through illness, and as Mr. Baker, the vice-Chairman,

had the management of the affair on his hands, Mr. Ed-

mund Burke was asked to take the chair, which he did

to the satisfaction of all.
After the business of the meeting was disposed of,

Mr. J. A. Duff, of the School of Practical Science, was

called upon, and responded with an address upon the

subject of the value of official tests of building materials,

and, as usual, be handled bis subject in a masterly man-

ner. He confined bis remarks to timbers, and read

paragraphs on the subject from the American Govern-

ment Reports, extending over the last ten years. About

the beginning of that period engineers had been im-

pressed with the evident fact that the methods of calcu-

lating stresses in timbers employed at that time, the

system of employing factors of safety, etc., partook

largely of the nature of guess work, owing to the man-

ner of establishing coefficients for the different woods.

The specimens upon which tests were made were simply

taken from timbers of the different kinds in lumber

yards and without considering the age of the tree, local-

ity of grovth, nature of soil, time of year cut, etc., etc.,

and without knowing anything of the stick, except its

kind and whether green or dry.

It was thereupon decided to commence a series of

systematic tests of timbers, and the U. S. Govern ment

having made an appropriation, competent botanists

were despatched to different localities and trees marked,

full data being kept of all surrounding conditions. It

was at first supposed that the method of testing small

sticks, say i" square and 12" inches long, was not a safe

one, and machinery for testing large timbers was secur-

ed, but experiments proved that the testing of small

pieces produced practically the sanie results. It was

also thought that the manner of drying, whether natur-

ally or artificially, affected the strength, but it was

found that this made no difference, and that the extract-

ing of the turpentine from yellow pine did not affect its

strength.
The importance of observing the growth rings on the

cross section of the logs was referred to, conclusions

being drawn from the amount of spring and summer

growth, which coula easily be detected by the sappy

nature of the former and the density of the latter; finaly,
reading from the latest reports, the speaker showed hèw

accurately calculations can be made with the information

now in hand, pointing out that the formule for com-

pression strains could be used with slight variations for

the calculation of all others. He had made tests at the

School, after calculating the strength of the stick, which

proved how close calculation can be made, with suffici-

ent data, to the actual strength.
After some discussion by the members, a vote of

thanks was extended to Mr. Duff.
Mr. C. H. C. Wright, of the School, followed Mr.

Duff and more briefly touched on the testing of stone,

brick and cement, stating that the tests of brick piers,

already made by the School, had been of great use in

establishing standards of this material. He spoke of

further tests now in progress, of which reports would

be forthcoming later. He expressed the thanks of the

staff of the School to the Ontario Association of Archi-

tects, who had taken the steps which he hoped would

bring about the thorough official testing of Canadian

building materials, so that standards might be estab-

lished which would benefit all classes of the community.

An adjourniment was made at 1o.15 p.m., after one of

the most successful meetings Of the year.
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"In the old Tuscan town stands Gioltds Twoer
The lily of Florence blossoming in stone,-
A vision, a delight, and a desire.
The builder'sperfect and rentennialßower,
That in the night ofages bloomed aione,
But wanting still the glory of the spire."

-Longellow.

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, WHY?
By FRED. T. HODGSON.

WHY? Because it offers to builders and contractoi
so many advantages and opportunities, that must .
apparent to everyone who has given the subject an
thought, that it seems odd that every town of an
importance has not got one within its corporate limiti

"What are their advantages?" it may be askec
Well, I will endeavor to point out a few, though I cor
fess myself unable ta present anything like a fa:
showing of the advantages and benefits that mu
assuredly result from a gathering of men engaged i
one pursuit, and when an exchange of ideas and view
on matters and things pertaining to that pursuit take

ance that the jo
Iay. The carper
imonger is infornm
)ther work is mi
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tly interruptions.
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idea justly belongs to us. To meet hini in a social way

and uner the auspices of an association where our

interests are mutual, we find that after all he is not SI

bad a fellow as we thought him. By rubbing against

each other in the Exchange, many of the sharp edges of

business rivalry get worn off, and many misunder-

standings and misapprehensions are explained and

rectified and jealousies allayed, and the dignity of the

trades upheld. Another valuable feature is the ki-

tional character and weight an association of this kind

would give to the building trades in general, and its

influence on the actions of political and municipal

bodies, when matters relating to buildings were

involved would be immense, and in the interest of the

Public at large. No public body would dare to ignore

an earnest request or petition emanating from a well

organized and well equipped Builders' Association, that

had for its object the betterment of the public service

ir the erection and maintenance of public buildings,

seWering, paving of streets, laying out and grading of

Parks and public walks, building of docks, assessments,

and a host of other matters, where the forcibly expressed

Wishes of a united body of builders would prove timely

and effective. In the prevention of frauds and rascality

in the awarding of public contracts, a Builders' Ex-

change would become a potent factor, and thus prove

of much service in perpetuating good municipal govern-

ment, and at the same time giving to the public ful

value for its expenditures. A petitioni or a protet,

elanating from an organization, such as indicated, for or

against any project, carries with it the united expression

If an intelligent body, and not the opinion of a single

niernber, and must, therefare, demand an attention that

could be denied the individual. If, alter proper dis-

cussion, any law is found burdensome or unjust to the

building interests and the public, or perhaps too lax in

its application, or not sufficiently restrictive to compel

a reasonable degree of safety in such work as the

mlembers are doing, how much more effective would be

a protest or a petition fron a substantial organization

than one from a single person? ýThere are many other

mnatters in which a Builders' Exchange may be made a

Potent factor for public good.

I'here might be
e winter season,

be made use of as an educa-

centre for its members and

weekly or fortnightly lectures

at which building and archi-

discussed, and at which there

nge of opinions concerning the

s close. in Toronto, Mont-

and many of our towns and

fully qualified ta lecture on

tion of buildings, on sanitary

other matters in connection

regulàting the construction of

.. ...A Q".emS of building in

would be easyto naime a number of these, but perhaps

not wise to do so at this time. In addition to these

books, there should be on the table of the Exchange

copies of all the current architectural and building

publications of this country, the United States and

Great Britain, in connection with all government

reports that have any bearing on the building trades.

Directories of manufacturers of all things required in

buildings should be in evidence and easy of access.

Models of difficult work, samples of bricks, stone,

slates, glass, hardware and the thousand and one

things required by builders, should be present, with

prices attached, so that any member may find out with

the least effort all he requires to know about the

material in point.
In the foregoing, I have endeavored to point out a

a few-only a few-of the advantages that flow from

a Builders' Exchange, but I am free to confess that those

unmentioned are much greater than those I have

presented, the truth of which, I think, any one will

grasp, if he but think for a moment.

The question of inaugurating and maintaining an

Exchange has not been touched, for obvious reasons ;

neither have any rules for its guidance been offered, as

any suggestions for this purpose would not be in keep-

ing with the tenor of this paper, but it is possible they

may be subjects for future discussion.

ARCHITECTURAL TERMS.

Sometime ago the Brickbuilder, contained the follow-

ing explanation of the 'various phrases used by archi-

tects and not generally used by mechanics, which may

prove beneficial to many. The front, or facade, made

after the ancient models, or any portion of it may re-

·present three parts occupying different heights ; the

pedestal is the lower part, usually supporting a column,

and its place supplied by a stylobate is either a platform,
with steps, or a continuous pedestal supportng a row

of columns. The lower part of a finish pedestal is

called a plinth, the middle part of the die, the upper

part of the cornice of the pedestal or surbace. The

column is the middle part, situated upon the pedestal or

stylobate. It is generally detached from the wall, but

is sometimes buried in it for half its diameter, and is

then said ta be engaged. Pilasters are square or flat
coluids attached to walls; the lower part of the column,

when detached is called the base ; the middle or long-

est part is the shaft, and the upper or ornamental part

is the capital ; the swell of the column is called the en-

tasis. The height of the columns is measured in diam-
eters of the caluma itself, taken always at the base.

The entablature is the horizontal continuous portion

which rests upon the top of a row of columns ; the

lower part of the entablature is called the architrave,

the middle is the freize, while the upper or projecting

part is the cornice. The pediment is the triangular face

produced by the extremity of the roof ; the middle or

fdat portion enclosed by the cornice of the pediment is

called the tympanum. Pedestal statues erected on

the summit and extremities of the pediments are called

acrosteria. An attic is an upper part of a building ter-

minated at the top by a horizontal line, imstead of a

d subjects. puuil.
ryun taail ers 11S The different moldings in architecture are described

,ying might e 0 fro their sections or from the profile which they repre-
ndsent when cut across. f these the torus is convex,

admisio, a tObut its outline is anly a quarel of a circle ; the scotia
-admission, as ta

is a deep concave maulding the cavetta is alsa a concave

there should be a and occupying but a quarter of a circle; the cymatium

a library, but a is an undulating moulding, of which the upper part is
concave and the lower convex ; the ogee or talon is an

rorks which show inverted cymatium ; the fIlet is a small square or fit

proved methods of mouIding. In architectural measure, a diameter mens

he reader all the coîunin at its base; a module is haîf a

ut iamet, and a minute is a sixtieth part of a diameter.

e treasury.
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rIT is not necessary to go out of Canada
Finish. to procure handsome woods for interior

finishings. For dark woods we have
walnut, cherry and black birch, and for medium woods
we have several of the oaks-white, red and black-
which, when quarter sawn, equal, when properly finish-
ed, any oaks in the world for fineness and variety of
grain and color. Then we have the despised butternut,
the three or four kinds of ash, the elms, whitewood,
basswood and white pine. Cherry, grown on low loamy
land, is the peer of mahogany and is passed off for that
wood as often as it passes for cherry. It has a fine
silky grain and, if properly sawn, is veined as richly as
mahogany, and will take a finish equally as well. Un-
like mahogany, however, it is apt to warp and twist out
of shape if not held in position. It is an excellent wood
as a veneer on good pine cores. It may be easily dark-
ened by staining the filler with some spirit stain before
applying. Black birch is almost as fine a wood as
cherry, and takes a finish nearly as well. As a rule it
is easier worked than cherry, does not cost as much,
will last as long, and makes a very handsome finish.
Birch may be stained almost as dark as rosewood by
using a spirit stain before filling and then staining the
filling. It can be polished until ift is as glossy as a
polished mirror. White oak, quarter-sawn and well-
seasoned, makes on the whole the most durable, and
the most effective finish for rooms that are often used,
or for halls or public rooms ; and it has the quality of
improving with age, something that cannot truthfully
be said of many other woods. ' It is always better left
in its natural color, which at first may be a little harsh,
but it soon tones down to a soft, pleasing tone that is
soothing to the artistic eye. Any of our oaks may be
employed for trimmings, panel wqrk, stairs, turned
work, veneers, floorings or fitments of any kind. They
are strong, durable and safe and not very difficult to
work. Ash makes excellent chamber finish; it is bright,
cheery, fantastic in grain, strong, and is not apt to get
distorted or out of shape. It also makes excellent fit-
tings for kitchens, pantries and similar work. Black
ash has a grain similar to chestnut and takes stain read-
ily. Furniture made of this wood and stained to imitate
antique oak is often passed off as the latter to unsus-
pecting purchasers. It is a good wood to stand wear,
and is especially suited to farm dwellings. Another
Canadian wood that is seldom used in interior finishing
is our beech. This wood, when properly filled and pol-
ished, has a very pleasing appearance, as it possesses a
satiny glow and warmth that is quite charming. As a
material for floors, beech ranks in the same class as
maple. It is nearly as hard, is some darker and wears
just as well. In the lighter woods nothing excels our
white maple. This equals the much-extolled satin-wood,
both as regards the fine grain and susceptibility of
finish ; and our birds-eye or mottled maple equals any
light wood in the world in beauty, and it can be polish-
ed as smoothly as ebony. Butternut, basswood, elm
and white cedar make good material for ordinary work.
Butternut, when properly fitted and finished makes a
good showing and serves well in library or parlor,
though not as well suited for such work as oak. White
pine is the king of soft woods ; it is at home anvwhere.

scantlings, joists, rafters, etc., etc. There is plenty of
timber to satisfy all Canadian requirements, within our
own boundaries, and it is foolish and wasteful to import
foreign woods for interior finishings.

oad THE late Col. Waring made a number
Mortar. of experiments and tests in making and

using mortars for brickwork and foir
plastering, and the result of his experiments was that
he found that ordinary coal ashes-sifted of course-
when mixed with lime made a mortar superior in point
of lightness and strength to mortar composed Of lime
and sand. In cities, where ashes are plentiful and sand
scarce, the substitution of the former for the latter
would reduce the cost by about one-third, and a superior
article would result. Mortar composed of ashes and
lime is especially adapted for the brickwork in bakers'
ovens and for setting boilers, and for the brickwork in
factory chimneys or any place where intense heat is like-
ly to attack the work. Mortar composed of nine parts
of fine anthracite ash intimately mixed with one part of
fresh lime and properly moistened with water will, when
one month old, give an average strength of 65 pounds
to the square. inch, as compared with 15 pounds per
square inch in the case of mortar composed of lime and
sand. The crushing strength is seven times greater
Ithan ordinary mnortar, being in some cases as high as
i,ooo pounds when extra care was taken in preparing
the mass. It offers a much greater resistance to fire,
and does not break and crumble away when suddenly
cooled by water, as does mortar made in the old way.
The best results are obtained when the ashes are finely
sifted and the 1ime and ashes are well mixed and worked

floor is
r in a 1

over
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s placed one thickness of flooring to allow of the general use of the material Perhaps the most

ith the joists, battens ý6 of an successful experinent in this direction was made by Mr. Butler

bown, and on them the finished of Gas City Indiana, wbo produced a plate of glass about baîf

a very good way, but there is an hcb $bMik in a mould, a tongue being fored on the back of

ty to run the felt down the sides the tUe which could be inserted in the joints of ordinary brick

the bottom boarding, as shown work while building. 18 practiCe it Was found that the excessive

waste of labor and material ; a weight of the wall caused the tues to break, and frequent re

)e top edge of the joist answers placement became necssary. Mr. Butler next perfected solid

e the whole surface. It niay then glass tiles about one half inch thick, pressed in moulds contain-

use of the boardting between the ing designs which were tbus reproduced on the surface of the

eafening purposes, it is of no glass. These tues were plated on the walls when buit. Soma Of

ý -1-1 -1 r4ht as far them are stili co bc seen in position on the walls of the Penn

ceiling below. No effecti
ever, can take place so lo
on girts or bond timbers i
along the floor to the wal
the joists, and by them p2
to the other floors. Feit,
m'aterial should be placed
and between them and
effective deafening is requ

GLASS AS A

>una
insmi ed to

en on

In recent years glass in a variety of formis bas oeen appne-

to many purposes in building, and seemsdestined to find employ.

mient to a still greater extent in the future. A year or so ago it

was reported that in France glass bricks were being manufar-

tured and were likely to come into use. It bas been decided t0

build On the grounds of the Paris Exposition a glass bouse or

luminous palace, parts of which are now being constructed. It is

thus described: "The principal facade, in the form of an immense

Portico, its roof surrnounted with spires and with a winged statue

representing Light, will be supported by heavy columns. The

ground floor, reached by a double flight of stairs, will be used as

a great exposition room. To the right and left iwill be large glass

TEmPLE

Block, Penn Avenue,

likewise proved to bi
Mr. Edwin Hiil of

The material in this form

Co., has
ss, which
bout one-
white, or
shave or

giazeu
sanitary
etc.,isa
panyimg
terial in

and on
posit va
Toronto

The (
of Otta

manufac
stone dE

encu Uie

fron sand-
to the com-

The ma-

cost of the production bas been t00 g '

terial is grounu '( umi fneiess ci
sait, and is used in the fluxing of

iron.
A syndicate of English and

American capitalists have purchased from the Messrs. White,

of Windsor, Ont., the stone quarry at Amherstburg, Ont.

It is the intention of the new owners to operate the quarry

at its full capacity. Stone from this quarry was used for the

canal locks of the Sault Ste. Marie Canals, and for the United

States Fort at Detroit, as well as in the construction of a number

of public buildings.
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An organizaton wih the abovtile has recently been fHod b a,
number of young architects of Mont-treal for the promotion 

ond study of
architecture atd the ir are.
Those who arewintested in such
matters have until the presnt had

o wheetheyol meet and

discussio sujet Mrf Hitual interest.

The Club membership is not restrict- s cas i
ed to architects, but includes many <»k h ~ a

of the leadgThe oenger of the Club a as fo

e , givenf b thper Hosdorary President,

An~~tae withzao lanter thees 
Thev Gere ye

iThe lecur whichtl was extremebyb a smo."krVinconcrn upr
number~diecio of Mr.n Hill, ecso ot O and ase, o

trea forthePromtionandstud of Te officers of, the Cuarere as fa
arcitetur an th siterart.Pr..apr Preideo un, r.w.

Thos wh ar ineretedin uch mnar Vitheor oyand They o

matershav unil he resnthad cently organized at Owen Sound.
ne pace heretheycool mee and resident in the licinity of Owen Su

discss ubjctsof ntul iterst. Mr. A. F. Dunlop Publishes a deiThe lub embrshi is et estrct-feet that it wds his intention to emedtearhiets bt nluesmay Columbia. The r''raP ren aof the leading artists, and a Mrmamla :.



t MANUFACTURERS
rATES.
.ican Radiator Co., was

r, February t t, with an

i and $5,ooo,ooo preferred

ht the plants and business

Standard Radiator Mfg.

usville, Pa., and the St.

ie company also controls

Co., Kalamazo,. Mich.,

).-altogether an Output

ly, of the entire product

,nrough walls, windows, etc., ana ine -
vemilation is blown over stalks of heating pipes, so that it enters

the rooms ai a temperature of about 70 degs.

The buildings have a total cubie contents of about 9,700,000

cubic feet, the heating surface in the direct steam radiators is

about 56,ooo square feet, and the ventilating systen is designed

to furnish about 5o,ooo,ooo cubic feet of air per hour. When the oui-

side air is ai zero, the steam consumption of the plant is estinated

as fOllOws, in horse power:-Condensed in direct beating radiator,

56o horse power ; condensed in heating stacks in connection with

blowers, 2,205 horse power ; power requireâ for electric motors

oPerating blowing and exhaust fans, 635 horse power.

In other words, the heating and distribution of the tresh air for

ventilation takes about six times as much coal as is required to

simply maintain the inside temperature of the buildings. In a

lies tI square feet direct radiating surface. One

-hour of steam supply heats 2o,ooo cubie feet of air

70 degs. Fahr. One horse power on the shaft of an

>r driving a blower 'will move 75,000 cubic feet of air

: and oui of the roorns. The very large amount of

red for moving the air will be, we presu me, a surprise

fineers ; but it is to be remembered that as ail the

M is utilized for heating and the power applied to the

nost part, also appears as heat, the fan systen of

ventilating is really not so expensive in operation as

it sight appear.

CANAIAN PORTLAND CEMENT.
There is a movement on the- prt of Canadian manufacturers of

Portland Cement to extend very much the 1-esent manu-

facturing facilities to enable them to supply to a much greaern-
tent than heretofore the requirements of this market. At a re-

cent meeting of the shareholder of the Owen Sound Portland
Cement Company, which by the way is the oldest Canadian con-

cern in this line of manufacture, it was decided to increase the
capital stock of the Company from $roo,ooo to $200,ooo. A

new company, to be known as the Georgian Bay Portland Ce-

ment Company has also been organized at Owen Sound recently.

This company propose to erect works on the Polson property.

Kilns will be erected capable of turning out 12, barrels of ce-

ment per day, with other machinery having three times this cap-

acity. The directors of this new Company are, M. Kennedy,
A. G. McKay, H. B. Harrison, S. Lloyd and J. W. Maitland.

Mr. Kennedy is president, Mr. Harrison vice-president and Mr.

Maitland, secretary-treasurer. The Beaver Cernent Company,
the management of which is in the hands of a Montreal and

B.3itish Syndicate, have recently acquired the cement deposit

works ai Marlbank, Ont., and propose ta largely increase the

output of the works. The works of the Rathbun Company at

Napanee Mills have undergone constant enlargement and im-

provement, and are turning oui not only Portland cement of the

usual character, but also silica sand cernent, a material into which

sand euters more largely than in the case of Portland cement as

ordinarily manufacturred, and which is claimed to be superior

for certain class of work.

A fine half-tone plate, about i i x 15" in size of the new Ter-

minal Station at Boston, from a negative by Soderholtz, is being

sent out to architects by Mr. Samuel Cabot of Boston. Interest-

ing statistics in regard to the building (which is the large-t rail-

way station in the world) are given, and attention is called to the

fact that 62,ooo sqr. ft. of Cabot's Insulating Quilts were used to

insulate the heating and ventilating ducts, under specifications of

Prof. Bomer, Woodbridge, the expert, who has used the Quilt

many times before in his work, notably Rutland Hospital, ai Rut-

land, Mass., the High School at Newton, Mass., the Insane Hos-

pital ai Medfield, Mass., etc. The Quilt is made with or without

the Asbestos covering and it is a wonderfully efficient and cheap

insulator and Jeadener ; and it is claimed for the Asbestos Quilt

that it is the only article which combines the qualities of heat

insulation, sound deadening and fireproofing.

ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISEMENTS.

CE4TER FLOWER IN STAFF FOR RESI
By Wm. J. Hynes, Toronto. F

, S. GEORGE STRXT.
ebert, Arctmc,

rtisement in this journal never fails to bring RESULTS

BD TORONTO SEWER PIPE cO.
Lljpfted

WATER PIPE OULVERT PIPE
FLUE LININOS CHIMNEY TOPS

SMOKE PREVENTIVES INVERTS, &c.

Write Head Office for Discounts:

AMIL TON. ONTARIO.
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GRILLE and
FRET WORK DrauaIhting

and Muiing
InstTmgfltU

s, Bay Windows, Stair
is, dividing long rooms,
Made from Architects'
or we will furnish De-

for approval.
.. air iamuuuironlInun

e ARCITECT AND E

OTTERVILLE - ONT. INE-Window and D<
Copings, Door Ste

Ornamental Work
iduction of cost eompa
lvIng Better Satisfact1O
es and information at your request.

, - HMILTON, 01

If you want to . . . .

SELL
ANYTHING

to the wholesale and retail ha
ware merehants and manuf

you can

800KLET O MAILEO TO ALL
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'Prejudice bi ed in ignorance oompelIed us ini e pat to buy our engravings in the States. The excellent results obtained

t those you have just sent us was a surprise, and we achnowl1Oge oul gratification in a praoticalfo'm bY Placing in vour

ide the contract for this year's supply."
-- You May . .•

Be of the
Same Opinion

as this firm who have so frankly acknowledged in a

practical way their conversion to the fact that

GOOD ENGRAVINGS ARE MADE

Our facilities for producing Half-tole Engravings,

Zinc Etchings and Wood Engravings are equal to

the best on the continent.

WHEN YOU WANT ILLUSTRATIONS YOU WANT
THEM 0000.

OURS WILL lILEASE YOU
Let Us Quote You Prloes.M0E 8 AEXIJR E E-i

CANADIAN PHOTO-B£RAV BURBAU IOOD EII

le Adelaide St. West, - 6TORONTO
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Truth stranaor than F6Lion
TItE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

RONS OP ItILL

T H L diamter of thet arth at the eq4uator is a 3 34 mniles grtaier tbasi it is at tht polescon

sequendy, the mouth of the Mississippi, which flows in the direction of the equator, is about
two miles higher than its source. This is a scientific fct worth knowing. Water will not run
up hil unies it is forced to do so.

Centrifugn F'orce converts ths tremendous inclined plant into a drainage canai to scour
and purify the most fertile and populous vallcy on earth. The triumph of genius is the application

of natural law to human needs.

IDEAL..E

OENTRIFUCAL
U.TRAP

la ag a A]IMM

One of Nature's great aws s utilizd to meet a requirement of a Great Age in the

interest of iealth and Hygiene.

OUF( P<DVPfNGE O&T&LOUGE " FLYER "
Will teli you al about i. Write for it.

Th1 Idoal MulIa6turinu 60miaDu
DETROIT, MIOti., U.8.-1.
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ARTISTIG DESIGNS AND SERYWCEABLE DURIABILITY
OF OVR

MotaIII& 66JIlIoUs and ifals
Comnind thrn tu the most fastîdious as well as the inost prai:tical peuple.

SNowa surTâm op ciaw< uuwn w. n. NQ. zj3v pLA. Ko. a<ý9 Rou,.cft "P Co"g XC4 301%

Tbey amt caking the place of ait other styIes of intrror finis bocausr they arc inore Bcauutiful
and more Ecoiornical în dtendm, and olfer a Fircproof and Sanitary Finish that cant bc equallcd.

W*± zakc a vaut variccy of dcuigns suîted to any rooni of any building.

If un csrdrnate is desinad mail us an outliac showing the shape and mamrerents of the was1
and ceilings ta be covercd.

Metallic Roofing Go., Limîted
1184 KING STRuelr WESr. TORONTO
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smmsoll SPt ord~»< E. Lonard & Sons - ondon, canada

àaaaW j Wgb -p.Y [we-dl M1UU 1mI

.0.0 o#itt fora isat-.ýVU YO It. j V

The Ganadiai Porlad Cemrnt Company, Lluite

Mafib411.OnL 600.00Sre p

1wToronto Prcsscd Brick and Terra Cotta Works,

B ýJRICKS-
RïOcWING AND) FLOORING TJLMS CRESTING, FMALS AMD CHMNEy TP

»rite, Toroflio Prmeed Brick Works

-P rAHIAIELL MRC80EC M~~1uD OffILDE zML ,OT

j- jLEWSBId.

1 A f% ftefTER
WITIfQUT A JOINT

lawla< WC offer you hi

U4i'.a o n-m r aaopnoesi w t' iA Io ipEu a

M II& êI Itt,A;TOu. 11 nuaking -~ ai tht. XATrKA. u.W,
wc gwctlyIccu 1f kiciwy. or tha itu'

A pot end bse wiII biis ffl
hidtat vlla fui dnnu$Iaa.

CL ARE BROS. & CO., -PRESTON, ONT.
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Wo MaK( f gDO6IItU 01 fl6atLin
BY Hor WATEr, WARM AIR on

COMBINATIoN (MO " )

E ACH :ysteem las its advanage>, and when WCe
given particulars of requirements, it affords us

pleasure in advising and uubnitting estimates on systems
which we think most advantageous.

ne aWwub#* Sdne

Our Preston Hot Water BoHler
is so const-ucted that all waterways are conpletely sur-
rounded by fire, resulting in powerful heating qualities
with smali fuel consumption. Ask for our book of refer-
ences and testimonials.

Our Hecla Coal and Wood Furnace
is without a peer for general use. It is a powerfut and
economical heater, easily regulated, with no complicated
parts to get out of order. It works cqually well with
cither coal or wood as fuel, and in very low in price.

The Kilborn Wood Furnace
has no coipetitors, as regards vast hetîing qualities with
small Wood consumption, durabiity and ease of manage-
ment It bas an established reputation of being the best
wood furnace on the market.

ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS
wil consult the interests of their clients by allowing us
to subrnit estimates for their heating plants.

-1 ASK FOR CATALO0UES it ,,

CLARE BROS & CO.
PR58TON. ONT.

:eranch at WIN NtIPE. MA N.

TMR CIRAD\UR AkROýRTIBT RD RL
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swoxu nu, Toxomnw SftgxT RAttway

READ MIE FOLLOWING

Profw yvwa Thmpo4n. Un&,JA4,

pnt *ppgj, f. 3.1.9 Lm& .
The.ortUai AdtnImt.

Ga" Trw*u RiWay.
umfolan Ceftra Elwa.
Iontu l&StOU lailway.
Twruto sU'nt Iailway
saifl S uoto a imSu. c0. o Caua".

avg Englim, ToWmte etc., etc., etc.

^Wte am. me e&**

maR ATr 11P. GoirAN [CET oc m»

ToRowyn, March ta.F b Tii. Mic oller Covering Co.. 9 Jordan Stree.tr
Gwr.aum,-It glvre os much pl.sre tu j

mtute that th*. mica caverinc on Mesmrs. Gowans,
Kent & Co.'* premiser recently burned down i.
în perfeict condition, afttr groîog th. tii.
srerest trial It îs possible to îmagins, eietber
the. O nov the immense qisantie of water
tbrown on it appearis te bave burt It la the. toutt
W. tblak you bave good roagan for taying your

ica verlng la practiclly indesuuctîbWo
l'ours truly.

(signs> Ssows & LiA,

ý1MZca Bo0ler (Jovering Co,
Li %MITIL)

9 Jordan Street, TORONTO, CANADA
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ithz basis we work upon. Our goods arc
ace t- t We niake thein wîch this end iways

ini view, not afinting their weigh:. nor degrading the
quality or worktnanship to meet competitioo ef în-
ferior good&

Our .M.. cries of Coin-
pre.îsio» Fauccet5, with paient
cushion valve, MCCLt% the re-
quirements for a good article
at moderawe cost.

Fur Lavacory, Kitchen and
L.aundry se.

No haîmmring-,unîque de-
sigo. Witb pomceai mount-
ings marked Il Hot and Cold »
when esfed

luteresting to Arcbîtecti4 Saultariaii and
Plunibers *

1 t is well that you should know. Write ws for
descriptîve bookiet maileci on reccipt of re-

How toUTest
Plumbing

T8 &nmEAKA N D HO0T 1WÂT .ER1

J.U.T.

VALVE

SU9PIPIES

JXMT, SUIES
Tbe Standad for Valve Excellence

High GradeW AANSlp

SUSTABLE FoRt ALL USES

The JAMES IMORRSON BRASS IFN, CO., Limuitcd
80-0 441aW t. #t - - - TORONTO
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